Massive datasets of curves, such as time series and trajectories, are continuously generated by mobile and sensing devices. A relevant operation on curves is similarity search: given a dataset S of curves, construct a data structure that, for any query curve q, nds the curves in S similar to q. Similarity search is a computational demanding task, in particular when a robust distance function is used, such as the continuous Fréchet distance. In this paper, we propose FRESH, a novel approximate solution to nd similar curves under the continuous Fréchet distance. FRESH leverages on a locality sensitive hashing scheme for detecting candidate near neighbors of the query curve, and a subsequent pruning step based on a pipeline of curve simpli cations. By relaxing the requirement of exact and deterministic solutions, FRESH reaches high performance and outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches. e experiments indeed show that, with a recall larger than 80% and precision 100%, we have at least a factor 10 improvement in performance over a baseline given by the best solutions developed for the ACM SIGSPATIAL 2017 challenge on the Fréchet distance. Furthermore, the improvement peaks up to two orders of magnitude, and even more, by relaxing the precision.
INTRODUCTION
Huge amounts of time series and trajectories are nowadays generated in di erent application domains such as GPS systems [41] , nance [34] , medicine [28] and biomechanics [35] . ese datasets contain information that can potentially impact on science and society, and it is crucial to develop scalable tools for nding and extracting knowledge from them. For instance, GPS trajectories of taxi and ride-sharing trips reveal important information on trafc ows and can be used for city and mobility planning. ese datasets are very large: e.g., the Uber Movement website 1 provides aggregate data from over two billions trips from several cities. is paper targets similarity search for time series and trajectories or, more in general, for curves: time series and trajectories can indeed be envisioned as polygonal curves with vertices from IR d , for a suitable dimension d ≥ 1. 2 Similarity search of curves frequently arises in several applications, like ridesharing recommendation [37] , frequent routes [31] , players performance [17, 26] . ere are several functions to measure the similarity (or distance) between two curves, but the most relevant and robust are the Dynamic Time Warping and the continuous Fréchet distances. is paper deals with the Fréchet distance, that was introduced in computer science by Alt and Godau in the '90s [5] and has been particularly used as a distance measure for trajectories of moving objects (e.g., [17, 42] ).
ere are several formulations of similarity search problems, such as near neighbor, nearest neighbor, range search (see the surveys [7, 36] for an overview). 3 We address the r -range search problem, which is de ned as follows: given a dataset S of n entries from a domain X and a threshold r > 0, construct a data structure that, for any query q ∈ X, e ciently returns all entries in S with distance at most r from q. In our case, the domain X is the set of all polygonal curves over IR d and the distance measure is the continuous Fréchet distance.
Range search and the near/nearest problems have been widely studied and they are known to be computational demanding in high dimensions under di erent distances (e.g., Fréchet distance, ∞ , and Hamming distance, 1 , 2 in high dimensions): from a worstcase point of view, there is indeed evidence that it is not possible to obtain a truly sublinear algorithm unless with a breakthrough for the Satis ability problem (see e.g. [4, 14, 22, 40] ). A common approach to circumvent similarity search hardness is to leverage on input characteristics with heuristics or on approximate and randomized solutions.
Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH), introduced by Indyk and Motwani in late '90s [30] , is the most common technique for developing approximate and randomized solutions for a wide class of similarity problems. LSH is an hashing scheme where near points have an higher collision probability of colliding than far points. Several LSH schemes have been developed in the literature for vectors and sets under distance functions like Hamming distance, 1 , 2 , ∞ , Jaccard similarities, angular distance (see references in the nice survey [7] ). Recently, Driemel and Silvestri [22] have introduced a family of LSH schemes for curves under the discrete Fréchet distance and the Dynamic Time Warping distance. ( e discrete Fréchet distance [24] is a popular simpli cation of the continuous Fréchet distance.) ere are several theoretical constructions that provide approximate solutions for range search under any distance function with an LSH scheme (see e.g. [3, 32] ), and thus including the discrete Fréchet distance. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no approximate and randomized solutions with experimental high performance and theoretical guarantees for range search under the continuous Fréchet distance. is paper presents FRESH, our solution to this challenge.
Previous works
Data structures for searching among curves in the se ing where distances are measured under the Fréchet distance have been studied under di erent angles. One of the earlier theoretical works is a nearest neighbor data structure by Indyk from 2002 [29] . De Berg, Gudmundsson and Cook revived the topic in 2011 [10] , motivated by the availability of high-resolution trajectories of soccer players in the emerging area of sports analytics. However, their data structure only returned the number of input curves that lie close to the query curve (i.e., range counting se ing). is was followed in 2018 by a comprehensive study of the complexity of range searching under the Fréchet distance by Driemel and Afshani [1] . ey show lower bounds on the space-query-time tradeo of range searching under the Fréchet distance. In particular, they show an exponential dependency on the number of vertices of any of the input curves, thereby demonstrating that the problem is inherently hard. At the same time, they show that it is possible to adapt recent results on semi-algebraic range searching to this problem.
None of the above results have practical implementations as they are of theoretical nature. Recently, the annual data competition by the premier conference on geographic information science ACM SIGSPATIAL drew a ention to the timeliness of this problem [39] . However, none of the winning submissions [9, 16, 23] uses LSHbased methods. is is not surprising, since the competition was focused on exact deterministic solutions while LSH relaxes this requirement, trading it for gains in performance. In our experiments we compare to a baseline algorithm given by the approaches proposed in the winning submissions. Our solution is based on the LSH scheme for the discrete Fréchet distance by Driemel and Silvestri [22] . A follow-up paper by Psarros and Emiris [25] provides be er theoretical approximation bounds using a slightly di erent approach, but their results do not apply to the se ing that we focus on in this paper. Astefanoaei et al. [8] have recently proposed a sketch for the Hausdor and discrete Fréchet distances that gives an LSH scheme with similar properties of the one in [22] .
In order to improve the precision of the proposed LSH scheme, we suggest to lter the query results by verifying the distances for selected curves. However, verifying the distance is a non-trivial and expensive operation. It is known that the (discrete or continuous) Fréchet distance between two xed curves cannot be decided in strictly subquadratic time in the number of vertices of the curves, unless the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis is false [11] .
is even holds in the simple case of time series [14] and it also holds for the related similarity measure of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [13] . e fastest algorithm for computing the continuous Frechet distance is by Buchin et al. [15] , the fastest algorithm for computing the discrete Fréchet distance is by Agarwal et al. [2] . Both algorithms take roughly quadratic time. On the other hand, Driemel, Har-Peled and Wenk show that one can approximate the distance in near-linear time under certain realistic assumptions on the shape of the input curves [21] . We use this algorithm to lter the query results, in order to improve the precision of our method. Note that Bringmann proposed a more complicated algorithm with slightly be er theoretical running time [12] , however we did not implement this variant.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was originally conceived for speech recognition, but it is now widely used as distance measure for time series. Apart for the aforementioned LSH scheme [22] , no data structures exist that give provable guarantees. However, there is a line of research on similarity search among time series under DTW by Keogh et al., see [33] and references therein. It should be noted that this body of work is motivated by classi cation applications, and therefore focusses more on nearest neighbor searching, while our work focusses on range searching which has slightly di erent applications, e.g., shape retrieval and geographic information systems. In particular, we do not make any assumptions on the warping width of the distance measure. is makes our problem considerably harder as demonstrated by the hardness proofs mentioned above [11, 13, 14 ].
Our results
FRESH is a practical and e cient approximate algorithm based on LSH for the r -range search problem. By exploiting LSH, FRESH outperforms the (exact and deterministic) state-of-the-art algorithms for the continuous Fréchet distance by several orders of magnitude, while still exhibiting an high result quality and theoretical guarantees. e core component of FRESH is a lter based on the LSH scheme for the discrete Fréchet distance in [22] . e original LSH scheme has been boosted with the multiply-shi hashing [20] and the tensoring approach [6, 19] for improving the performance. For a given input set S with n curves and a query curve q, the lter selects as candidate near neighbors of the query all curves colliding with q under at least one of L hash functions randomly selected from the LSH scheme.
is lters out a signi cant number of curves, without even reading them. All candidates are associated with a score, representing the fraction of collisions under the L hash functions. If FRESH is seen as a classi er for detecting near or far curves for a given query q, the score of a curve represents the probability that the curve is near. e second component of FRESH is a candidate pruning step for reducing false positives (i.e., far curves marked as near). e pruning consists in verifying that the fraction 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 of the candidates with smaller scores have continuous Fréchet distance from the query not larger than r . As verifying the Fréchet distance is a costly operation, we exploit a cascade of curve simpli cations from [21] and veri cation heuristics from [9, 16] .
By suitably se ing the two parameters L and τ , it is possible to trade the quality of the results with the overall performance.
ality is expressed in terms of: 1) recall, that is the fraction of true positives reported by the algorithm over all the positives in the ground truth); 2) precision, that is the fraction of true positives over the predicted positives (i.e. the sum of true positives and false positives). By increasing the number L of hash functions used in FRESH, it is possible to increase the recall of our algorithm at the expenses of the query time (linear in L) and of the space requirements (equal to L · n + I , where I is the input size). Once the recall has been xed, it is possible to improve the precision by increasing the τ parameter. e recall is not a ected by this step and a perfect precision is reached by se ing τ = 1. e FRESH algorithm is explained in Section 3.
We support our claims with an extensive experimental evaluation of the FRESH algorithm in Section 5 over several datasets. e experiments have been carried out by performing a self similarity join on each dataset D, that is by using FRESH to nd all near neighbors in D for every curve in D. e experiments show that, with a recall larger than 80% and perfect precision, we have at least a factor 10 improvement in the time per output curve over the baseline given by the best solutions developed for the ACM SIGSPATIAL 2017 challenge on the Fréchet distance [9, 16, 23] . e improvement peaks to two orders of magnitude, and even more in some datasets, by relaxing the precision. FRESH is also supported by the theoretical foundations of the LSH scheme in [22] , which we further elaborate in Section 4. e code is available at h ps://github. com/Cecca/FRESH. Finally, we observe that FRESH can be trivially adapted to solve the near neighbor problem by just returning the rst colliding near curve, and the nearest neighbor search using the data structure in [27] that leverages on a sequence of data structures for the near neighbor problem with an exponential decreasing radius r .
PRELIMINARIES 2.1 Continuous and discrete Fréchet distances
A time series (or trajectory) is a series (p 1 , t 1 ), . . . (p m , t m ) of measurements p i ∈ IR d of a signal taken at times t i , where 0 = t 1 < t 2 < . . . < t m = 1 and m is nite. A time series denotes a polygonal curve p of length m and de ned by the sequence of vertices p 1 , . . . , p m . A polygonal curve p may be viewed as a continuous function p : [0, n] → IR d by linearly interpolating p 1 , . . . , p m in order of t i , i = 1, . . . m. Each segment between p i and p i+1 is called edge p i p i+1 = {xp i + (1 − x)p i+1 |x ∈ [0, 1]}. We let |p| denote the length of curve p, that is the number of vertices in p. e space of all polygonal curves in IR d is denoted with ∆ d . As all our curves are polygonal, we omit the term "polygonal" for the sake of simplicity.
For two vertices in p, q ∈ IR d , we let d E (p, q) = p − q 2 denote their Euclidean distance. Let Φ n be the set of all continuous and non-decreasing functions ϕ from [0, 1] into [1, n] . e continuous Fréchet distance of two curves p and q, denoted with d F (p, q), is de ned as
Each pair (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) ∈ Φ |p | × Φ |q | is called continuous traversal, and it can been seen as a schedule for simultaneously traversing the two curves, starting on the rst vertices of both curves at time 0 and ending on the last vertices at time 1.
Determining if there exists a pair of continuous traversals that veri es that the Fréchet distance between two curves is less or equal than a threshold δ is usually done with the so-called free space diagram which was introduced in the seminal paper by Alt and Godau [5] . e idea is to compute for each pair of edges of the two curves, the fraction of the edges that could be used by a continuous traversal satisfying the threshold δ . In a second step a procedure akin to dynamic programming is applied to keep track of the pairs of edge fractions that are reachable by a traversal starting from time 0. e main drawback of this approach is that the combinatorial description of the reachable pairs of edge fractions could have quadratic size in the worst case. However, it was shown in [21] , that if the algorithm operates on simpli ed copies of the curves, then this complexity can be manageable and even near-linear under certain assumptions on the shape of the curves. e simpli cation introduces an approximation error to the veri cation algorithm, but as shown in [21] , the error can be bounded if the simpli cation parameters are chosen wisely. By exploiting the bounded error, it is possible to use the simpli cation for con rming or denying that two curves have distance at most r . We exploit this property in FRESH.
e discrete Fréchet distance [24] is used as alternative to the continuous version as it is easier to implement and provides an upper bound to the continuous distance. In order to de ne the discrete Fréchet distance of two curves p and q we need to de ne the discrete version of a curve traversal. A discrete traversal
is a sequence of pairs of indices referring to a pairing of vertices from the two curves with the following properties:
As in the continuous case, one can think of the traversal as a prescribed schedule for simultaneously traversing the two curves, jumping from one vertex to the following. Let T be the set of all possible discrete traversals of two curves p and q, then the discrete Fréchet distance, denoted with d d F (p, q), corresponds to the minimal cost of a traversal of the two curves, that is
We refer to a discrete traversal realizing the distance of two curves as an optimal traversal. We can interpret a traversal as the edges of a bipartite graph where the nodes are the vertices of the two curves and the edges connect the pairs. Without loss of generality [22] , we assume that an optimal traversal consists of disconnected stars, that we call components.
Range search and LSH
Given a set S ⊆ X of n points in a domain X, a distance function d : X × X → [0, +∞), and a radius r > 0, the r -range search (also known as range reporting) problem requires to construct a data structure that, for any given query point q ∈ X, returns all points p ∈ S such that d(q, p) ≤ r . We say that a point p is a r -near or r -far point of q if d(p, q) ≤ r or d(p, q) > r , respectively; if r is clear in the context, we will just say that p is a near or far point of q. Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH), introduced in [30] , is a common tool for similarity search problems is high dimensions, and it is de ned as follows.
A distribution H over maps h : X → U , for a suitable set U , is called (r , c · r , p 1 , p 2 )-sensitive if the following holds for any x, ∈ X:
e distribution H is called an LSH family, and has quality ρ = ρ(H ) = log 1/p 1 log 1/p 2 . e standard data structure based on LSH for solving the r -range search problem is the following [30] . Assume that p 2 ≤ 1/n (we will later see how to remove this assumption). Let 1 , . . . , L be L functions randomly and uniformly chosen from H . e data structure consists of L hash tables H 1 , . . . H L : each hash table H i stores the input set S, partitioned by the hash function i . For each query q, we compute the set
) denotes the set of points in S colliding with q under the hash function i (i.e., with hash value i (q)). en, we scan S q and remove all points with distance larger than r from q; the remaining points are returned as r -near points of q. If L = Θ p −1 1 = Θ (n ρ ), then the above data structure returns in expectation a constant fraction of all near points of q (if L = Θ p −1 1 log n , the entire near neighborhood is returned with high probability). e expected query time is O (n ρ N r + N cr ), where N r denotes the number of points with distance less than or equal to r and N cr all points with distance less than or equal to c · r . e data structure requires Θ n 1+ρ + nσ space, where σ is the size in words of one point in S.
Concatenation is a common technique for building an hashing scheme where p 2 ≤ 1/n. With H k , we denote the hash family obtained by concatenating k ≥ 1 hash functions randomly and uniformly selected from
FRESH ALGORITHM
FRESH is our solution to the r -range search problem under the continuous Fréchet distance for large scale datasets. We let S denote our input set with n curves of maximum length m, and let q be a query curve. For each query q, FRESH returns a set O q of pairs (t, s t ) where t ∈ S is a curve and 0 ≤ s t ≤ 1 is its score. Each score s t denotes the likelihood of t to be close to the query q: a large value of s t implies an high probability that t is an r -near curve of q; further, if two curves t and t have scores s t ≤ s t , then it is more likely that t is closer to q than t. Curves with scores equal to 0 are not reported since they are considered as far from q. In Section 3.1, we explain how scores are e ciently computed. e set O q might contain false positives (i.e., curves with distance larger than r ). However, all returned curves are not too far from q as their continuous Fréchet distance is at most δ ≥ r , where δ is a parameter of FRESH (in our experiments δ = 4dr for d-dimensional vertices).
is follows from the theoretical analysis in [22] (see also the following Section 4). However, the set O q can be further processed to improve the precision: in Section 3.2, we improves the precision of O q by verifying the distance from q of a subset of curves with small scores.
In Section 3.3, we nally describe an e cient approach to verify if two curves have continuous Fréchet distance at most r . e solution leverages on a sequence of di erent curve simpli cations that allow to rule out or con rm the distance between the curves.
Score computations
At the high level, the score s p of a curve p ∈ S with query q is given by the normalized number of collisions with q under an LSH scheme repeated L ≥ 1 times. We use the LSH scheme G k δ , where δ and k are suitable parameters, which leverages on the theoretical ideas of the scheme in [22] for the discrete Fréchet distance, and it also features an additional hashing scheme [20] and a tensoring operation [6, 19] for improving the performance. We now describe the LSH scheme G k δ and then the data structure for computing scores.
LSH scheme. Our starting point is the LSH schemeĜ δ in [22] , which maps each curve into a smaller curve with vertices from a random shi ed grid
For a curve p with vertices p 1 , . . . , p m , the function δ,t (p) returns the curve obtained by: 1)
replacing each vertex p i with its closest grid vertex in G δ,t ; 2) removing consecutive duplicates in the new curve. e LSH familŷ G δ is de ned asĜ
By using the concatenation trick, we construct a new hash fam-ilyĜ k δ , where the lower collision probability of far curves allows to decrease false positives. We de neĜ k δ as the LSH family obtained by concatenating k ≥ 1 copies of hash functions uniformly and independently selected inĜ δ . We have that
As we will later see when describing the data structure, FRESH requires the computation of an high number of hash values inĜ k δ : indeed, k · L · n hash values are computed at construction time and k · L hash values for each query. It is thus crucial to improve the performance of the hashing scheme: we hence propose to enrich the scheme with the tensoring approach in [6, 19] and with a random mapping of the signatures onto integers based on [20] . e tensoring approach reduces the number of hash functions by a √ L factor. It was initially proposed in [6] and it has recently theoretically studied in [19] ; to the best of our knowledge, it has only been used in practice in [38] . Let Λ 1 = { 1 , . . . , L } and Λ 2 = { 1 , . . . , L } be two groups of L = √ L random hash functions fromĜ k /2 δ . en, it is possible to construct L · L = L LSH hash functions from G k δ by concatenating the pair ( i , j ) for all possible values of i and j in {1, . . . L }. is technique reduces the number of hash value computations for the initial data structure construction from k · L · n to k · √ L · n, and for the query procedure from k · L to k · √ L.
Storing and searching signatures is quite ine cient, therefore we map all signatures on integers with the multiply-shi hashing scheme H in [20] . Since a signature x can be seen as a sequence of integers, we map x on h(x) as follows:
where x, a |x | denotes the inner product, u, ≥ 1 are arbitrary integers, a |x | is a pre x of length |x | of a random vector a with m odd entries in {0, . . . , 2 } (note that each signature cannot be longer than m, that is the maximum length of curves in S). e multiply-shi scheme can be e ciently implemented if x contains integer values of 32bit, and the hardware supports 64bit arithmetic operations. In this case, by se ing u = 6 and = 1, the hash function h(x) can be e ciently implemented by exploiting the 64bit logic and the right binary shi . We indeed have that:
We denote with G k δ the LSH hash family obtained by rst using the tensoring approach to construct (a subset of)Ĝ k δ , and then by applying the multiply-shi hashing H on the signature. We observe that the signature of a curve doesn't need to be generated and stored: while we scan a curve p to compute its signature, the hash value h( (p)) is built on the y. Data structure. e data structure of FRESH for e ciently computing the scores leverages on the traditional approach for solving range search with LSH (see Section 2.2). L ≥ 1 hash functions 1 , . . . , L are randomly chosen from the above LSH family G k δ , for suitable values of δ and k; then for each i , an hash table H i is created for storing the n input curves partitioned by i . For each query q, we compute the multiset
) denotes the set of curves colliding with q under i . If t ∈ T q and its multiplicity in T q isŝ t , then its score s t isŝ t /L. Note that the hash tables don't need to store the complete curves but just their identi ers: thus, the space required by the data structure is I + Θ (Ln) memory words, where I is the number of words to store S.
Filtering by score
All curves with non zero score are not too far from the query: indeed, if the hash function uses a grid of side δ , then all colliding curves have maximum distance δ . However, as in general δ > r (in our experiments δ = 4dr ), we may report some curves with distance in (r , δ ].
To improve the precision of FRESH, we verify if some curves in O q have distance at most r from q. A simple approach is to set a threshold ∆ and verify all curves with scores less than ∆. However, some limitations of this approach are that it isn't clear how to select the best ∆ as it might be query dependent, and that ∆ doesn't directly allow to trade o precision and running time. e approach used in FRESH is to verify a fraction τ , with 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1, of the curves in O q with smaller scores. e parameter τ can be used for trading performance (with τ = 0 there are no controls) with precision (with τ = 1, all curves in O q are veri ed which implies a 100% precision).
We observe that there might be a very small number of curves with distance larger than δ due to collisions for the multiply-shi hashing scheme. However, these curves are likely to be removed from our approach since they have a very small score (circa 1/L).
Verifying the Fréchet distance
Verifying that two curves p and q are within Fréchet distance r is an expensive operation [11] : to speed up this operation, we leverage strategies from previous works [9, 16, 21] .
We de ne the procedure V H as the application of the following heuristics, stopping as soon as one succeeds.
• Equal-time alignment [16] . is heuristic performs a traversal of the two curves moving at the same speed on both, providing an upper bound to the Fréchet distance. If we de ne Φ x (t) = tx, this heuristic veri es
which can be done in linear time. • Greedy algorithm [9] . It provides an upper bound on the continuous Fréchet distance by nding an alignment with a greedy approach. We construct the following traversal of p and q: 1) p 1 and q 1 are matched; 2) a er matching vertices p i and q j , we match p i and q j , for (i , j ) ∈ {(i + 1, j), (i, j + 1), (i + 1, j + 1)} minimizing p i − q j 2 . We ignore from these three options the ones that would make i > |p| or j > |q|. If during the whole traversal we stayed at distance ≤ r , we can conclude that p and q are r -near. • Negative lter [9] . is heuristic seeks to prove that, for some vertices of p, there are no vertices of q within distance r they can be aligned to, providing a certi cate that the two curves are at distance greater than r . For each vertex p j of p, we de ne q ← p j as the rst vertex of q that can be aligned with p j . For this to be possible, such a vertex needs to be within distance r from p j , and needs to appear on q a er vertex q ← p j−1 , because of the de nition of Fréchet distance. Since the rst vertex of p has to be aligned with the rst vertex of q, we have that q ← p 1 = q 1 . en, for j ∈ [2, |p|] the heuristic proceeds in trying to de ne q ← p j . If for some j this is not possible, then p and q are farther than r . is heuristic is not symmetric, therefore we can apply it two times swapping arguments.
• Full verify. If all of the above heuristics fail to verify the distance, we apply the exact algorithm described in preliminary Section 2.1 [5] . To further speedup the veri cation of a pair of curves p and q, we also adopt the decision procedure proposed in [21, Lemma 3.6], which we deem here V S . is scheme is based on the concept of µ-simpli cation (also presented in [21] ), constructed as follows for a curve p and µ > 0. First mark p 1 and set it as the current vertex. en, scan the curve from the current vertex until we reach the rst p j such that ||p j − p 1 || 2 > µ: we mark p j and set it as the current vertex. e procedure is repeated until we reach the last vertex, which is marked as well. e marked vertices make up the simpli ed curve, which is denoted with simpl(p, µ) and is computed in linear time. e decision scheme builds simpli cations of p and q, controlled by a parameter ε > 0. Let r = r /(1 + ε/3). De ne µ − = rε/28 and µ + = rε/(28 · (1 + ε/3)), and let r − = r · (1 + ε/14) and r + = r ·
If this is the case, the procedure reports that d F (p, q) > r . Otherwise, we verify if d F (simpl(p, µ + ), simpl(q, µ + )) ≤ r + If the answer is a rmative, we report d F (p, q) ≤ r . It may be that neither of the two checks gives a positive answer. In this case, the procedure reports that it cannot give an answer. e veri cation of the two inequalities is carried out using the procedure V H de ned above. e procedures V S and V H can be used in the following three-stage pipeline, which we deem V . • In the rst stage, we only consider the rst (p 1 and q 1 ) and last vertices (p |p | and q |q | ) of p and q. If ||p 1 − q 1 || 2 > r or ||p |P | − q |Q | || 2 > r , then the two curves cannot be rnear by the de nition of continuous traversal. We call this heuristic E . • In the second stage, we use V S with decreasing values of ε (which will be xed in the experimental analysis), corresponding to simpli cations becoming less aggressive. For a given ε, if V S can give an answer, then we return it, otherwise we move to the next ε.
• e third stage runs if none of the calls to V S could return an answer: in this case we return the result of the invocation of V H on the original curve.
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
In this section, we overview the collision probabilities of the LSH scheme in our paper. For simplicity, we assume that d = 1, that is that all curves have vertices in the real set IR.
LSH scheme. e theoretical analysis in [22, eorem 7] shows that, under a worst case scenario, the collision probability of two curves p and q under the LSH familyĜ δ satis es
where m is the length of longest curve. Moreover, two curves with d d F (p, q) > δ never collide underĜ δ , that is Pr ∈Ĝ δ [ (p) = (q)] = 0. If we set the gird size to δ = 4mr , there is at least probability 1/2 that two r -near curves collide. However, this implies an high number of collisions between curves with distances in (r, 4mr ]. If we set δ very close to r , the lower bound in Equation 3 quickly becomes negative: this is due to the m term, which follows from an union bound on the probability ς that at least two vertices of a component of the optimal discrete traversal of p and q aren't mapped on the same cell of the grid G δ (i.e., ς is the probability of breaking a component with the grid). Note that ς ≤ 2d d F (p, q)/δ and there are at most m components. A more interesting lower bound on the collision probability follows if we assume that each input/query curve p is given by the sum of two components p = s + n, where s is the true signal and n is noise. When the noise is uniformly distributed in [−δ /2, δ /2), we get that the collision probability is at least
(Note that the probability is also over the random noise.) Curves with distance d d F (p, q) > 2δ never collide (the constant 2 is accountable to the noise and doesn't appear in the bound in 3). Bound in Equation 4 follows from the proof of an alternative LSH scheme presented in [22, eorem 9] , where a uniform noise is added to each vertex of the input and query curves. By mimic the proof in [22] , it is also possible to show that a similar bound holds when the noise is a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation Θ (δ ). Although the bound in Equation 4 doesn't become negative as in Equation 3 , we observe that the collision probability is lower bounded by an exponential term, even with very large values of δ (the reason being that noise and grid have the same width). Finally, for the sake of the analysis, we assume that the aforementioned probability ς of breaking a component is independent of what happen to the other components (we can thus avoid the union bound). In this case, we get
and curves with distance d d F (p, q) > δ never collide. In this scenario, which seems to hold in our experiments, the collision probability of near points is at least 1/e when δ ≥ 2mr . On the other hand, if δ is close to r we get the exponential dependency on m as in Equation 4 . Finally, we observe that se ing the number of hash tables in FRESH to L = Θ p −k 1 guarantees that a near neighbor of q collides at least once in expectation, underĜ k δ (il L = Θ p −k 1 log n all near neighbor of q are reported with high probability. is claim holds also for the scheme G k δ which is the one adopted in FRESH, since its collision probabilities are equivalent toĜ δ , as we will show below. In the experimental section, we give evidence that much smaller values of L su ce for an high recall.
Bounding the tensoring and hashing techniques. e tensoring and hashing approaches can potentially change the collision probabilities given in the previous paragraph. Indeed, the tensoring approach can decrease the collision probability of near curves and the multiply-shi hashing can increase the collision probability of far curves. However, as we show here, both terms are negligible.
Consider the LSH familyĜ k δ constructed without tensoring, and let L = Θ p −k 1 be the number of hash tables. A pair of near curves p and q collides in at least one of the L hash tables with probability at least 1 − (1 − p k 1 ) L ≥ 1 − 1/e p k 1 L > 1 − 1/e. Consider now the LSH family G k δ constructed with tensoring. e near pair p and q collides in at least one of the L hash tables if p and q collide in at least one of the hash functions in Λ 1 and in Λ 2 (we recall that Λ 1 and Λ 2 are two sets with
, p and q collide in at least one of the L hash tables with probability at least
which is a constant factor from the probability obtained withĜ k δ . Let u and be the parameters used in the multiply-shi hashing scheme H [20] . When using the multiply-shi hashing family, the collision probability of two far curves increases by an additive term 1/2 u− with respect toĜ k δ , due to collisions under H . However this factor is very small, and in our experiments where u = 6 and = 1, the probability is 2 −32 . en, even with very large datasets, we expect no more than one point with distance larger than δ in the output. LSH for the continuous Fréchet distance. e collision probabilities of the LSH scheme at the base of FRESH have been studied for the discrete Fréchet distance. An interesting question is to bound the collision probabilities in terms of the continuous Fréchet distance. A bound follows by the following relation between the continuous and discrete Fréchet distances of two curves p and q by [24] :
where ι p denotes the length of the longest edge in p, that is ι p
erefore, if we are willing to nd all curves with continuous Fréchet distance less than r F from a query q, we should use an LSH scheme for the discrete distance with r = r F + ι, where ι is the length of the longest edge of input and query curves. However, our experimental analysis in Section 5 shows that this bound is, in almost all cases, quite pessimistic and that it su ces to set r = r F in the LSH scheme to get a recall close to 1 for the continuous case. e only exception, as we will see in Section 5.3, is the wafer dataset where there is a signi cant di erence between the continuous and discrete Fréchet distances.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We implement our algorithm in C++ with OpenMP, using the gcc compiler version 4.9.2. We run the experiments on a Debian GNU/Linux machine (kernel version 3.16.0) equipped with 24GB of RAM, and an Intel I7 Nehalem processor (clock frequency 3.07GHz). e code is available at h ps://github.com/Cecca/FRESH. Each result is the average over at least 5 runs.
Datasets
As benchmarks we use datasets from the UCR collection [18] , which is comprised of 85 datasets of trajectories in one dimension. We concentrate on datasets with at least 3000 curves. e datasets can be classi ed in 7 classes according to the distribution of pairwise distances of their curves: for brevity, we report results for one dataset from each category. e results for the other datasets will be available in the extended version. We also include in our benchmark a dataset of road trips in San Francisco that was used in the SIGSPATIAL 2017 challenge [39] . is is a dataset of trajectories in 2 dimensions. Table 1 reports some statistics about these datasets. For each dataset, our goal is to perform a self similarity join using a set of xed Fréchet distance thresholds, by solving the r -range search problem for each curve of the dataset. e thresholds are set to the 1 st and 5 th percentiles of the pairwise distances for any given dataset, so that the output size is 1% and 5% of the number of possible pairs, respectively. Given the large number of possible pairs, these percentiles are computed on the pairwise distances of a sample of 1000 points of each dataset. Figure 1 gives the distribution of pairwise distances in the datasets we are considering.
Setting up a baseline
First of all, we run the veri cation procedure from Section 3.2 on the datasets we introduced above to establish both a baseline time performance and a ground truth to evaluate our approximation. In all our experiments we apply 5 simpli cations in the veri cation pipeline, using ε = 1000, 100, 10, 1, 0.1, from the coarsest (ε = 1000) to the nest (ε = 0.1).
We normalize the running time (from input reading to output reporting, in milliseconds) to the number of output pairs, i.e. we consider the milliseconds per output pair. is metric will be useful to compare with the approximate algorithms we are going to evaluate, which might report a di erent number of pairs. Table 2 reports these results. From the table is evident that some datasets are more di cult, in the sense that the amount of time needed to verify each pair is higher. is is not due to the curves being longer: for instance the time per pair on StarLightCurves is roughly the same on TwoPa erns, despite the former having curves ten times longer than the la er. Rather, this di erence is due to the fact that some heuristics have a greater e ect on some datasets than others. We shall see at the end of Section 5.4 that this is indeed the case, analyzing the contribution of each heuristic to the decision process.
LSH as a classi er
We can look at the LSH scheme described in Section 3.1 as a classier. Each pair colliding in at least one of the L repetitions is reported as a positive match, without further veri cation. We test this setup using hash values obtained as the concatenation of k = 1, 2, 4 hash functions and with L = 128, 256, 512, 1024 repetitions. Figure 2 reports, for each dataset and combination of parameters, the performance in the precision-recall space. e recall is the fraction of true positives reported by the algorithm over all the positives in the ground truth, whereas the precision is the fraction of true positives over the predicted positives (i.e. the sum of true positives and false positives). Both scores range from 0 to 1, with 1 being the best, hence in the plots of Figure 2 we have that the closer the top right corner, the be er the performance. Note that we use the precision instead of the false positive rate due to the large number of negatives in the ground truth, which makes very easy to a ain a small false positive rate.
In general, we have that increasing the number of repetitions L improves the recall, lowering the precision, as expected. Symmetrically, increasing k makes the LSH more selective, hence it increases the precision, at the expense of the recall. Note that on some datasets our LSH technique is more e ective than on others. In general using su ciently many repetitions we can get good recall, while ge ing a good precision is harder, and may be very costly in terms of recall. We will address this problem in the next subsection.
An extreme case is the SanFrancisco dataset, on which we get perfect recall and very low precision, irrespective of the con guration of parameters. is is due to the distance distribution of this dataset: se ing the query range to the rst and h percentile of distances makes the LSH algorithm build grids with a resolution so large that almost all curves collide with the queries. Figure 3 depicts the relationship between the number of pairs within distance 4dr and the precision a ained by our algorithm. e plots show that on datasets with a very high fraction of pairs within distance 4dr the precision tends to be low. is is because of the way signatures are computed: to collide, two curves must be at Fréchet distance at most 4dr . However, this is just a necessary condition, but not su cient: two curves within Fréchet distance 4dr may still not collide, depending on how their vertices are snapped to the grid.
is is why the plots of Figure 3 do not show a clean correlation. In any case, the SanFrancisco dataset is pre y peculiar, as we shall see in Section 5.4.
Among the others, the wafer dataset deserves a particular attention. For the query range equals to the rst percentile of the pairwise distances, Figure 2 shows that the recall is just slightly above 0.5 at best. While a low precision can be xed for all datasets, as we shall see in the next subsection, the recall on wafer seems resistant to increases of L. To understand why this happens, we can look at the behaviour of a single query, as reported in Figure 4 . Along with the one dimensional query curve itself, we plot two curves that collide with the query under the LSH scheme, one false positive and one true positive, and a curve that did not collide but should have, i.e. a false negative. In terms of recall, the false negatives are the relevant curves to look at: having zero false negatives implies a perfect recall. erefore, the poor performance on wafer is due to the fact that many curves are classi ed as being far from the query when they are actually close, which happens if the misclassi ed curve and the query do not collide in any of the L repetitions. Looking at Figure 4 we can see why this happens. e query (green curve), has a sudden jump downward around time 25, with no vertices in the segment connecting the extremes of the jump. e false negative curve (in red) has a similar jump around time 18. However, in this case, there is one vertex between the extremes of the jump. Under the LSH scheme described in Section 3, two curves collide (and hence have a non-zero score) only if they have the same signature, which is computed by snapping vertices to a randomly shi ed grid of resolution 4dr , i.e. 4r for one dimensional datasets such as wafer. e grid of Figure 4 has a resolution 4r along the value axis. It is clear that, no ma er the random shi of the grid, the point of the red curve in the middle of the jump will never snap to the same grid line as any point of the green curve in the analogous jump, because no such point exists.
A simple solution to this problem is to add more vertices to the curves, by interpolation, in the jumps. is preprocessing does not change the Fréchet distance between any two curves.
Improving the precision by partial veri cation
In Section 3.2 we mentioned how we could improve the precision by trading o running time. In this section we verify experimentally the e ectiveness of such a technique. From the previous experiments we selected a con guration of parameters striking a good balance of recall and precision on most datasets: k = 2 and L = 1024. For τ ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1} we run the algorithm evaluating the τm pairs with lowest non-zero scores, where m is the number of pairs with non-zero scores. When τ = 0, the algorithm runs in the same con guration used in the previous subsection, when τ = 1 the algorithm veri es all the colliding pairs. On dataset where such a fraction is high, the precision of the LSH scheme tends to be low.
Before discussing the results of this experiment, however, we should have a look at the distribution of scores before any verication happens, to assert that verifying the lowest-score pairs is actually sound. Figure 5 reports the distribution of scores for the con guration we selected, k = 2 and L = 1024. We have that the false positive pairs (colored in orange) have lower scores than the true positive colliding pairs (in blue), with some overlapping of the two distributions. erefore, verifying pairs starting from the low-score ones seems like a sensible choice, since we are likely to get rid of many false positives, which we expect to improve the recall. Note that verifying some pairs does not remove true positives (neither it can introduce them), therefore we expect the recall to remain unchanged, irrespective to the fraction of pairs τ that we verify. We veri ed experimentally that this is indeed the case, and omit the plot for the sake of brevity.
We now move to assess the in uence of τ on the precision and the runtime performance. For measuring the la er, we focus on the speedup per pair, de ned as the ratio between the time per pair of the baseline and LSH based algorithm. Values larger than 1 indicate that the LSH based algorithm is faster, with 1 se ing the point of equal performance. Figure 6 reports the changes in precision and speedup per pair varying the fraction τ of pairs being veri ed. As we expect, increasing τ increases the precision. When τ = 1 we have a perfect precision: this is also expected, since when all pairs are veri ed, the algorithm reports no false positives. e speedup per pair decreases with the increase of τ : this is because we evaluate more and more pairs, which is a costly operation. In any case, the speedup per pair is never lower than 10. For datasets on which the algorithm already shows very good precision, and thus a lower τ e results for other con gurations of parameters are similar. Note that in this plot each orange (resp. blue) bar is scaled with respect to the total number of false positives (resp. true positives) and not the total number of colliding pairs: this is to appreciate the overall distribution. can be used, we have that our algorithm is around three orders of magnitude faster than the baseline.
Finally, we analyze the contribution to the decision process of the various heuristics employed. We concentrate on a single run, for each dataset, with k = 2, L = 1024 and the radius set to the rst percentile of distances, evaluating all pairs with nonzero score. Figure 7 reports the breakdown of the contributions to the decision process both of the LSH scheme and of each of the heuristics described in Section 3. e parts shaded in gray denote pairs for which the algorithm was not able to reach a decision and needed to move to the next stage. en, parts in shades of green (resp. red) denote pairs for which a positive (resp. negative) decision Figure 7 : Breakdown of the e ect of the various heuristics used to decide whether a pair is a positive match or not. e hue of the colors increases with the cost of the heuristic, so full-negative is more expensive to compute than endpoints-negative.
was reached using one of the heuristics. e pairs excluded by the LSH scheme are shaded in blue rather than red, to remark that even if they are rejected as negatives they may contain some false negatives. For all datasets, we have that very few pairs need to be veri ed on the original curves. As for the e ectiveness of the LSH strategy we have that the larger the blue bar, the more e ective the ltering power of the LSH scheme. Some datasets are more amenable to be processed with the LSH strategy, and this is in line with the precision results reported in Figure 2 . Of the pairs surviving this rst ltering, several can be discarded by looking at the endpoints, as shown by the endpoint-ltering column in the plot. Note that these easy to discard pairs may collide under the LSH scheme because their endpoints might be just slightly farther apart than the query radius. ey will thus likely fall into the same grid cell when computing the signatures, since the grid has a resolution larger than the query radius. Observe that, as we anticipated in the previous subsection, the SanFrancisco dataset is peculiar, in that a large fraction of the pairs is discarded just by looking at the rst and last pair of points. e simpli cations have varying degrees of e ectiveness, depending on the dataset: on some datasets coarser simpli cations are e ective, whereas on some others we have to go use ner simpli cations, i.e. with a smaller ε.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that locality sensitive hashing can signi cantly speed up range search under the continuous Fréchet distance: in contexts where exact and deterministic solutions are not needed, FRESH provides an e cient solution for processing massive datasets of trajectories and time series.
It would be interesting to investigate whether be er LSH schemes are possible for particular input and query curves, for instance when queries are segments as in [10] . e ltering approach used in FRESH can be enriched by using techniques for classi er assessment that take into account the di erent costs that false positives and false negatives can have on the nal applications. Finally, we observe that the LSH scheme for the discrete Fréchet distance in [22] also holds under the DTW distance: an interesting direction is to extend and analyze FRESH to report near curves under the DTW distance and other distance measures.
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